NUS graduate club raises fees

Monthly subscription fees will increase from S$45 to S$60 starting from April
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SINGAPORE - The National University of Singapore Society (NUSS), a graduate club which boasts over 15,500 members, will be raising its monthly subscription fees next year, even as alumni clubs of two other local varsities said they would keep their fees stable.

The monthly subscription fees for ordinary, associate, term and corporate members of NUSS will go up from S$45 currently to S$60 starting from April — the first revision since 2002.

Fees for spouse and junior members will remain unchanged.

In a letter to members earlier this week, NUSS President David Ho said efforts to manage rising operating costs have “regrettably been outpaced by inflation and addition costs from changes in Government policies”. “We do not foresee any improvement in the near future,” he added.

When contacted, NUSS said the increases in foreign-worker levy and the restoration of employers’ CPF contribution rate have affected all companies here.

“Without exception, NUSS is also affected both directly and indirectly as contract renewals are now higher, adding to rising operating costs,” said a spokesperson.

NUSS held a dialogue with more than 50 members on Monday. Members who were unable to attend the session gave their feedback on the changes via email.

When asked about the feedback the society has received about the fee increase thus far, NUSS said: “No one likes fee increases, especially when it impacts them directly.”

The club, however, stressed that it was able to maintain subscription fees for a decade and added that “members understand that the revision is now necessary for the financial viability and long term sustainability of NUSS”.

In the letter, Mr Ho said “fees continue to remain very competitive in comparison with other clubs in Singapore”, notwithstanding the increase. The spokesperson for NUSS added that it came up with the revised fees by taking a cross-section of fees of social clubs here and used them as a benchmark to settle on the new fees.

When contacted, both the alumni clubs of Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and the Singapore Management University (SMU) said there would be no changes in their fee structures in the coming year.

The NTU alumni club currently has a monthly subscription rate of S$40, while SMU’s graduate club has an annual fee of S$50 and members have to pay between S$60 and S$200 yearly for services such as parking or access to facilities.

A spokesperson for the SMU alumni association said it added a S$10 administration fee two years ago and, thus, hopes to keep fees stable next year.